Study of lithium cation in water clusters: based on atom-bond electronegativity equalization method fused into molecular mechanics.
We present a potential model for Li(+)-water clusters based on a combination of the atom-bond electronegativity equalization and molecular mechanics (ABEEM/MM) that is to take ABEEM charges of the cation and all atoms, bonds, and lone pairs of water molecules into the intermolecular electrostatic interaction term in molecular mechanics. The model allows point charges on cationic site and seven sites of an ABEEM-7P water molecule to fluctuate responding to the cluster geometry. The water molecules in the first sphere of Li(+) are strongly structured and there is obvious charge transfer between the cation and the water molecules; therefore, the charge constraint on the ionic cluster includes the charged constraint on the Li(+) and the first-shell water molecules and the charge neutrality constraint on each water molecule in the external hydration shells. The newly constructed potential model based on ABEEM/MM is first applied to ionic clusters and reproduces gas-phase state properties of Li(+)(H(2)O)(n) (n = 1-6 and 8) including optimized geometries, ABEEM charges, binding energies, frequencies, and so on, which are in fair agreement with those measured by available experiments and calculated by ab initio methods. Prospects and benefits introduced by this potential model are pointed out.